
The Kids are Alright:

Inspiring Learning through Global Citizenship 

“We learn, and then earn, so others will have a fair turn.”

Grade 6 Teacher, Vancouver, British Columbia



2 SITES, 1 MISSION:
Raising vaccine literacy.

cc: ell brown - http://www.flickr.com/photos/39415781@N06

(Adult focused)

(Student focused)

2016t

2018



Government/NGO partnership:

Additional funders:



100 free online quiz-

based learning

resources about 

vaccine health for kids 

in grades 4-12 that 

enable students to earn 

vaccines for UNICEF.  

What is it?

The more you 

learn, the more 

vaccines you 

earn; it’s that 

simple!   

Topics: Evaluating online information sources, global 

inequality in health, the immune system, vaccines & 

antibiotics, germs and infections, how diseases spread and 

outbreaks 



- Learning materials aligned to curriculum

- A spoonful of giving (altruism)

- A shot of gamification (quizzes)

- A pinch of competition



blessing and a curse

cc: nep - https://www.flickr.com/photos/36521981180@N01



Speaking Up

Anti-vaxxers are loud. Why not pro-vax?
cc: tranchis - https://www.flickr.com/photos/25813335@N00



Crowdsourcing
"to obtain input into a task by enlisting people via the internet"



world

(of vaccination and science literacy) 
lifts all boats

A rising tide



Is there an opportunity here?

Global 

vaccination:

NGO driven

Domestic Vaccination: 

Government Driven

Kids Boost Immunity’s ‘one-world’ approach to vaccine advocacy connects 

school education directly to global disease prevention.

The result: a force multiplier effect where each domain benefits the other. 

What makes Kids Boost Immunity innovative
Domestic and international programs 

typically operate in mutually exclusive domains:

Funders: Provincial, 

state or county 

jurisdictions Funders: National 

governments & private 

investors



KBI DONATES vaccines

directly to

Tell stories about campaigns to

INSPIRE students to continue

The Kids Boost Immunity Lifecycle

START

Incentivizing 

change

Students do KBI’s online

lessons in class

DONATE

LEARN through online lessons/quizzes 

to test knowledge

EARN vaccines by answering

quiz questions correctly

Children IMMUNIZED 

in developing countries



Who Benefits? 
It’s a win-win-win-win!

Kids win

Teachers winStudents win

Public Health 

win

Online quizzes make 

learning 

fun while helping 

others at the same 

time

Meets learning 

outcomes for teachers 

while fostering 

awareness of global 

health issues

Increases literacy 

reducing vaccine 

hesitancy for the next 

generation  

Children get 

vaccinated 

around the world 

through UNICEF



BE AN IMMUNIZATION SUPERHERO

You, yes you!
Help us act local and vaccinate global

cc: buckofive - https://www.flickr.com/photos/47613318@N00

We need 

schools!
Partner with 

us!


